SEE THEMATIC CAPITALISATION
Jointly for our Common Future

Thematic poles

Why projects should join
- New links & new opportunities & creative co-operation
- New business opportunities
- New markets
- Technical & strategic advice
- Stimulating partnerships
- New ideas & new projects
- New EU programme
- New partnerships
- New contacts
- New projects
- New business
- New opportunities

Phase 1
- Projects invited to participate
- Partnership
- Joint applications
- Joint proposals
- Joint exploitation
- Joint implementation
- Joint lifetime
- Joint coordination
- Joint management
- Joint launch
- Joint maintenance
- Joint promotion

Phase 2
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions
- Implementation of joint actions

Results
- New links & new opportunities & creative co-operation
- New business opportunities
- New markets
- Technical & strategic advice
- Stimulating partnerships
- New ideas & new projects
- New EU programme
- New partnerships
- New contacts
- New projects
- New business
- New opportunities

Background

Innovation, Governance and Policy
Competition: IPHA Support Service
Knowledge Transfer to SMEs
Low Carbon Communities
Climate Change Adaptation
Nature Production
Water Management and Skills Innovation
Multinational Mobility
Regional Mobility
Greener Transport Systems
Access to Quality ICT
Employment and Demographic Change
Fisheries Development
Cultural Resources
Institutional Capacity
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SEE THEMATIC CAPITALISATION

Jointly for our common future

Why projects should join
- Promote thematic achievements and create desirable ideas and opportunities
- Strengthen capacity of projects and networks
- Support the implementation of structural policies
- Create co-financing opportunities

Background
- Project is delivered by the Programme
- Programme is delivered in close cooperation with regional authorities, municipalities, and other stakeholders
- Programme is delivered in close cooperation with regional authorities, municipalities, and other stakeholders
- Programme is delivered in close cooperation with regional authorities, municipalities, and other stakeholders

Results
- Promotion of thematic programmes, services, and publications
- Support for thematic and strand cooperation
- Support for thematic and strand cooperation
- Support for thematic and strand cooperation

Phase 1
- Projects involved in thematic programmes
- Projects involved in thematic programmes
- Projects involved in thematic programmes
- Projects involved in thematic programmes

Phase 2
- Implementation of thematic policies
- Implementation of thematic policies
- Implementation of thematic policies
- Implementation of thematic policies

Thematic poles
- Innovation, Green Economy, and Policy
- Innovation, Green Economy, and Policy
- Innovation, Green Economy, and Policy
- Innovation, Green Economy, and Policy

Low Carbon Communities
- Low Carbon Communities
- Low Carbon Communities
- Low Carbon Communities
- Low Carbon Communities

Adaptation
- Adaptation
- Adaptation
- Adaptation
- Adaptation

Nuclear Production
- Nuclear Production
- Nuclear Production
- Nuclear Production
- Nuclear Production

Rural Development
- Rural Development
- Rural Development
- Rural Development
- Rural Development

Cultural Heritage
- Cultural Heritage
- Cultural Heritage
- Cultural Heritage
- Cultural Heritage

Biodiversity
- Biodiversity
- Biodiversity
- Biodiversity
- Biodiversity
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Objectives:
- Valorise and build upon knowledge from projects on a thematic field
- Fill knowledge-gaps by linking actors
- Increase visibility of projects and Programme and ensure their impact
- Strengthen thematic networks in SEE
- Contribute to design future transnational cooperation in SEE

Target groups:
- SEE projects on similar topics
- Beneficiaries of SEE project outputs
- SEE and new programmes Stakeholders and bodies
- Projects and stakeholders outside SEE relevant to the thematic poles

Background

- Wealth of knowledge by 122 projects
- Need to streamline synergies and capitalisation of results
- Strengthen links between projects on similar topics ("Thematic Poles")
- Create a higher leverage effect, visibility and impact of projects and Programme
Objectives:
- Valorise and build upon knowledge from projects on a thematic field
- Fill knowledge-gaps by linking actors
- Increase visibility of projects and Programme and ensure their impact
- Strengthen thematic networks in SEE
- Contribute to design future transnational cooperation in SEE
Target groups:
- SEE projects on similar topics
- Beneficiaries of SEE project outputs
- SEE and new programmes
- Stakeholders and bodies
- Projects and stakeholders outside SEE relevant to the thematic poles
Phase 1

- Projects invited to participate: questionnaire
- Definition of thematic poles and group partners with a Pole Leader
- Creation of an agenda for each thematic Pole with proposed joint activities
- Provision of tools from the Programme: Thematic Poles Working Groups in the SEE Annual Event 2013; 2 thematic seminars (autumn 2013); Outputs library
- Promotion of the initiative at programme level: website, newsletters, etc.
Innovation Governance and Policy
Competitive SMES Support Service
Knowledge Transfer to SMES

Low Carbon Communities
Climate Change Adaptation
Nature Protection
Hazard Management and Risk Prevention

Multimodal Primary Accessibility
Regional Mobility
Greener Transport Systems
Access to Quality ICT

Employment and Demographic Change
Urban Development
Cultural Resources
Institutional Capacity
Phase 2

- Implementation of joint activities within each Thematic Pole using available resources: joint thematic seminars, studies, newsletters, outputs benchmarking, thematic policy recommendations, etc.
- Coordinated by Pole Leader and monitored by SEE JTS
- Feed in programming of future
Why projects should join

- Benchmark achievements and cross-fertilise ideas and outputs
- Increase visibility of projects and networks
- Stronger voice in policy discussion or with stakeholders
- New ideas/partnerships for future cooperation
- Contribute to programming process of next ETC in SEE
Results

- Empower projects to improve quality and sustainability of deliverables
- Strengthen their communication with stakeholders
- Reinforce existing or new cooperation networks or projects
- Increase knowledge of programming bodies about cooperation-gaps, territorial needs and potentials in SEE

Promotion of initiative outcomes: SEE Annual Event 2014 and publication
Thank you for your attention

Eloy Gomez Giron
Communication Manager SEE JTS
gomez@southeast-europe.net
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